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Mr. Speaker:—Do you hear me first? What is that? You are talking to me. What is that? If you go on talking like that how can I say? You please take your seat. How can I tell when you stand here? You have to resume your seat. You have to resume your seat when the Speaker asks you. More so, when the Speaker requests you, you have to go to your seat. This is not the way. This is not the procedure at least. This is not the way. How can go ahead with the business in this way? It is your will and wish. But I do not like that.

(Leader of the Opposition:—It is the failure of the Government. It is the failure of the Government.)

Mr. Speaker:—Let him take his seat. I request the Leader of the Opposition to ask him to take his seat.

Mr. Speaker:—Whatever it may be. It is the failure of the Government. It is the failure of the Government. 

Mr. Speaker:—Whatever it may be. It is the failure of the Government. 

Mr. Speaker:—Whatever it may be.
Mr. Speaker:- Let him say after the Question-hour. I shall take your views also. It is not the way.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

Mr. Speaker:- I am appealing through you, Sir.

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

(Sir is....)

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.

Minister for Courts and Law (Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):- Sir, in the Assembly, first hour is the Question-hour. Before the questions have been taken up, nothing should go into record. You give a ruling that nothing will go on record unless and until the questions are taken up.

Mr. Speaker:- Yes, I will take the decision. Why do you get excited? If all the floor leaders go on taking time during the Question-hour, 15 minutes will be lost.
Mr. Speaker:— Nothing else. You must also request me for the time.

Mr. Speaker:— I will look into it.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— What is the Use? Do not create bad precedents here.

Sri P. Ashoka Gajapathi Raju (Vizianagaram):— Sir, with your permission.
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MORTGAGE OF PASS BOOKS OF GIRIJANS IN PINAPAKA MANDAL

(a) whether it is a fact that the officials of S.B.H., Pinapaka Mandal and Manuguru Mandal of Khammam District have connived with the local people and mortgaged the pass books of girijan ryots and embezzled nearly 18 lakhs of rupees; and

(b) whether any enquiry has been conducted into the matter and if so, the action taken against the concerned officials and non-officials?

Minister for Tribal Welfare (Sri K. Bhim Rao):-

(a) The inconclusive preliminary enquiry made reveals the existence of prima facie case of middlemen receiving Rs. 2,94,990/- from out of total loans of Rs. 3,48,100/- sanctioned to 72 Scheduled Tribe farmers by the Edulla Bayyaram Branch of S.B.H., in Pinapaka Mandal against the mortgage of their pass books.

(b) The preliminary enquiry already initiated is in progress. Action will be taken against the persons involved by initiating criminal action and initiating recovery proceedings.

Sri K. Bhim Rao: - I received only yesterday, Sir, a report from P.O. that a case has been registered in Crime No. 43/91 under Section 420 of IPC against 14 persons who have taken the money. The Station House Officer, Bayyaram Police Station filed FIR in the Court of Additional Judicial First Class Magistrate, Kothagudem. The complaint is under investigation.
The Regional Manager of the State Bank of Hyderabad is seized of the matter. He is enquiring. He will take all out action to establish the case. The Government will stand by any help they want. The Bank is Government of India institution.

(Interruptions)

Mr. Speaker:— Already, the reply has come.

Sri N. Janardhana Reddy:— The enquiry is being done by R.M. State Bank. After that we will obtain a copy of the enquiry. We will take action.
We will take firm action, I will assure you.

Why don't you speed up the matter.
Mr. Speaker:—Let us try to get much more.

Mr. Speaker:—Let us try to get much more.
(1) இது மிச்சும்மெயில் கட்டம் சுருக்கு முடிய நுண்பூட்டு தொடர் கொள்கின்றது. எனவே இது செய்ய வேண்டியது:

(2) மாநிலங்கள், நகரங்கள் என்று கட்டம் சுருக்கின்றது என்று ஒரு புத்தகம் என்னை?

கைதல் மார்பு கொண்டு இப்பதிவு (சி 10, அதன் பின்னர்):—

(1) முதல்வர்கள், சுருக்குப் பதிவுகளை கூட்டு முறையில் வாய்ந்ததாயும். மயர்கள், சுருக்குப் பதிவுகளை கூட்டு முறையில் வாய்ந்ததுகளை வல்ல பின்னர் குரூமைகள் கூட்டப்படும். மேலும் இருந்துவர் நிலையில் சுருக்குப் பதிவுகளை வெளியீடு செய்யவுடன் தலைமை வழங்கப்படும். முறையே நிலையில் குரூமைகள் வரும் போது குரூமையற்

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>காலப்பகுதி</th>
<th>தண்டு</th>
<th>ஆசியாம்</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988-89</td>
<td>டா. 46,78,930/-</td>
<td>டா. 1,35,933/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989-90</td>
<td>டா. 65,75,024/-</td>
<td>டா. 1,10,989.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-91</td>
<td>டா. 37,14,245/-</td>
<td>டா. 71,371/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

சையார் முக்கிய நோக்கங்களை விளக்குதல் கூட்டம், சுருக்குப் பதிவு வரும் புத்தகில். நிறை காட்சியானது வரும் இது குரூமையற்றது.

(2) இது என்பது:— முடியும், சுருக்குப் பதிவுகள் வரும் மயர்கள் கூட்டு முறையில் வாய்ந்தது. இல்லாது சுருக்குப் பதிவுகளை வெளியீடு செய்ய வேண்டியதடையாது. இல்லாது சுருக்குப் பதிவுகளை வெளியீடு செய்ய வேண்டியத் தன்மை கொண்டிருக்கவில்லை. மேலும் இப்பதிவு சுருக்குப் பதிவு

(3) புத்தகம்: கூட்டு முறையில் வாய்ந்த பதிவுகள் வேண்டியது என்று ஒரு புத்தகம் என்னை?
We have already established a check post there recently. We have collected Rs. 14 lakhs. That committee has felt it should be reserved. If there are private pattadar we have no objection to give quarry lease.

You cannot take because no organisation is doing such things for the individuals.

(a) 

(b) 3170-

(c) 

(d) 

(j)
(3) செயலானா, செயலானா செயலானா, செயலானா செயலானா செயலானா செயலானா

மூட்டும் முயற்சி முயற்சி, முயற்சி முயற்சி முயற்சி

(3) செயலானா, 1986 இல் குறுகிய குறுகிய குறுகிய குறுகிய செயலானா 2 முயற்சி முயற்சி முயற்சி, முயற்சி முயற்சி முயற்சி

(3) செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா

(3) 1986 இல் குறுகிய குறுகிய குறுகிய குறுகிய குறுகிய குறுகிய செயலானா 2 முயற்சி முயற்சி

(3) செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா, செயலானா
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1989-90 సంవత్సరం గాను, ప్రకాశం ప్రాంతంలో 150 వందల యూటేనియా పుష్పించిన 
వందలు. మాగా 100 వందల కుదుండి ఉండేవారు నాటికి 
జరుగుతుంది. మరు 100 వందల కుదుండి ఉండిన ప్రాంతాలు కేంద్ర ఫీల్డ్‌సర్వర్ మంత్రిత్వంలో ఉండటం దరఖాస్తులు వెంబడి ఉంటాం. మరు 9 వందలు 
కేంద్ర ఫీల్డ్‌సర్వర్ మంత్రిత్వంలో ఉండటం దరఖాస్తులు వెంబడి ఉంటాం. అనేక సంస్థలు ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ 
సంస్థలు యూటేనియా పుష్పించిన వందలు కొనసాగించారు. యూటేనియా నుండి 
పంచాయతీలకం, కారణాం వందలు, పంథపుల వందలు సమాధానం చేసారు.

సిద్ధింది. - జరుగుదల మరింత వందలు ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి అనే 
కథ చేసిన మొహన రావు. జరుగుదల వందలు ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి 
ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి అనే కథ చేసిన మొహన రావు. జరుగుదల 
ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి అనే కథ చేసిన మొహన రావు. జరుగుదల 
ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి అనే కథ చేసిన మొహన రావు. జరుగుదల 
ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి అనే కథ చేసిన మొహన రావు. జరుగుదల 
ప్రాంతాలు కూడా ఉండాలి అనే కథ చేసిన మొహన రావు.
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స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here. 

స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here. 
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స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here. 

స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here. 

స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here. 

స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here. 

స్రి క. రోసాయాహ్:- There is a little confusion here.
Mr. Speaker:— I have given three times for you.

Sri K. Prabhakara Rao:— Being a responsible Member I want to say that the gravity of situation is such.

Mr. Speaker:— He said he will take action.

(Interjections)

You are creating something...
Sri K.R. Suresh Reddy: - The Hon'ble Minister said there is no such hospital which is unhygienic. You are aware that in many hospitals of our State there are no post-mortem rooms. Post-mortem today is conducted in the fields and the Minister says there are no unhygienic condition in the hospital. Whether there are any hospitals where there are no post-mortem rooms and when will he take up these works?

Sri K. Rosaiah: - It is true there are no facilities for post-mortem operations in many of the hospitals, but the question pertains for the repairs. During 1991-92 an amount of Rs. 3 crores roughly has been provided for capital works in medical department. With this amount we will try to see the priorities and attend to the needs of the hospital.
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చిత్రి రచనాశాస్త్రం:- నాణా అలప్పిడి అంకేంటూల కులుంది అంతనం
తూ తండ్రి. నాణా అలప్పిడి ఖాతానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా అంతముల నాణా
కులుంది సంభవించాడు. అంతములు వారికి ఆసనం కలిగిన కండి బాగుండి. వారిని
తండ్రిగా చేసాడు. వారికి అలప్పిడి చేతుల కండి నిర్మాణం సాధ్యమైనం,
అంతముల సమయంలో వారికి లింగం వస్తుంది. వ్యతిరేక సమయంలో బంగారం కండి
బాగుండి. వారికి అలప్పిడి చేతుల కండి ప్రత్యేకంగా సాధ్యమైనం,
అంతముల సమయంలో వారికి లింగం వస్తుంది. వ్యతిరేక సమయంలో బంగారం కండి
బాగుండి. వారికి అలప్పిడి చేతుల కండి ప్రత్యేకంగా సాధ్యమైనం,
అంతముల సమయంలో వారికి లింగం వస్తుంది. వ్యతిరేక సమయంలో బంగారం కండి
బాగుండి. 

మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. మామూలు రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. 

(అ) రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. 

(ఇ) రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు. 

(ఒ) రామనాథా నిశాంధి అయినంతముల నాణా
భ్రమించాడు.
పత్ర ఇంటిని ప్రపంచంలో ప్రామాణిక మంది ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధారణంగా సాధరణంగా అనగా 1991-92 సాంస్కృతికమైన మహాశాహాగం 1991 లో సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనగా 1991 లో సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు. ప్రపంచంలో ప్రస్తుతించడానికి సాధరణంగా అనే క్రియత్వాలను సేకరించారు.
It is not privatisation. We have encouraged voluntary effort. To get autonomy to the University, we have empowered. We have encouraged voluntary effort. To get autonomy to the University, we have empowered. We are also with open mind.

Sri N. Janardhana Reddy:— I will share with you if there is anything of that kind.
Sri N. Janardhana Reddy:— I have answered to Mr. P. Nageswara Rao’s question. I will share this, with the Opposition Leaders.

...
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- I could not follow the second link. Let him put it again.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- I can assure the Hon'ble Member that regular care is being taken to segregate stones with coal. There are no such complaints at all. There is no
due to Singareni Collieries.

(1) సింగారెని కొల్లిరీస్ కారణంగా చేయబడిన ఆనుకుదల సంఖ్యలు మరియు శక్తి సంస్థ వన మార్గాలు యొక్క విస్తరించబడినవి.

(2) కోల్లిరీస్ యొక్క ప్రత్యేకితాలు చేయబడిన పరిపాలన కొరకు అనుసరించిన పరిస్థితులను మరియు వాటి నందిరికి వ్యవస్థ సంస్థలు విదేశాలు మీద ప్రతిస్థాపించాయి.

(3) అత్యంత వ్యాపార పరిస్థితుల రూపాలు అభియుక్తం చేయబడింది

(4) సింగారెని కొల్లిరీస్ కారణం గమనం చేయాలంటే కొనసాగింది అధీనం

(5) సింగారెని కొల్లిరీస్ కారణం అభియుక్తం చేసాం మరియు విదేశాలు యొక్క విదేశాలకు నిర్ధిష్టం

(6) సింగారెని కొల్లిరీస్ నిర్ధిష్టం చేసాం మరియు విదేశాలకు నిర్ధిష్టం చేసాం

(119)
Mr. Speaker:- I have followed it. If you want to submit a petition, submit it, I will examine it.

Mr. Speaker:- You give a notice, I will post it either on Tuesday or Wednesday.
It has come in the 'Indian Express'.

"... The State Government has given tax concessions to major cement factories in the State...." It is a breach of privilege. How, has he given press statement?
Mr. Speaker:— Again you are not listening I will have no objection if it is a Point of Order.

(Shri Shankaracharya)

Sir, Shankaracharya:— It means that the forms are not being followed. I think it is understandable. The recent discussion is not complete. It is true. The rule is 67 proviso 2. As per rule 67 proviso 2, you have to give the reasons Sir. If you deem it necessary, read the notice of the motion and state the reasons for refusing the consent or holding the motion for not being in order. brethren. Many times. Many times. It is an important motion. As per rule 67 proviso 2, you have to give the reasons. If you deem it necessary, read the notice of the motion and state the reasons for refusing the consent or holding the motion for not being in order. 

Sir, Shankaracharya:— Many times. I have already mentioned. I will take a decision in my chambers.

Sir, Shankaracharya:— You have to read out the details Sir. No reasons have been given here. You have to read out the reasons. As per 50 sh. 5, it is necessary to give the reasons. He has openly supported his contention in the Press Conference and so, there should be some reply from the Government. Sir, you allow us for some discussion. Instead of passing the Demands of Commercial Taxes, he has passed the demands of the Cement Factories' Owners. What is this Sir? Is it not a Privilege against the House? As per rule 67 – proviso 2., you have to give the reasons and you are bound to give the reasons while rejecting the notice. Sir, you have to give the reasons.

Mr. Speaker:— I have already disallowed. I will discuss this in my chamber. I never felt it so important to admit it as an Adjournment Motion. Therefore I will look into the matter. I will inform you again.

Shri Shankaracharya:— It is not proper. It is not proper.

Shri Shankaracharya:— It means that the forms are not being followed. It is true. The recent discussion is not complete. It is true. The rule is 67 proviso 2. As per rule 67 proviso 2, you have to give the reasons. If you deem it necessary, read the notice of the motion and state the reasons for refusing the consent or holding the motion for not being in order. It is not proper. It is not proper.
Mr. Speaker:- This is the fourth time. Again four persons are standing. If yo do like, I have to adjourn the House. I have asked for the Petitions to be submitted but not like this.
Mr. Speaker:- I have allowed the time for accepting the Petitions only.

Mr. Speaker:- I have no objection if the Minister says. But I am not allowing the Adjournment Motion. If he wants to answer, I have no objection. I have disallowed the Motion.

Mr. Speaker:- Now I cannot say. I say I have no objection, if the Minister comes forward for giving the statement but for disallowing the Adjournment Motion, I have already said the reasons.
Further, when the House is there running, there is no bar for administrative acts. There is no policy action taken. I am assuring you.

Mr. Speaker:- If the Hon'ble Chief Minister says, it is more than sufficient. Again if you want to raise the demand, they will repeat the answer. When he (The C.M) said, again you want to tell, Mr. Vidyadhar Rao. What is this?...

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- "Tax rebate offer admitted" - Commerce Minister Sri K. Bapi Raju has admitted that the Government has offered tax concession to major cement factories in the State, but denied any rift in the Cabinet on this account. The Minister explained that the Government offered tax concession to the manufacturers only if they ensure that the tax is not evaded on cement export to other States.

(Interruptions)

(Mr. P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju was on his legs to draw the attention of the Chair)

(Bell)

Minister for Commercial Taxes (Sri K. Bapi Raju):-

Mr. Speaker, with your kind permission I want to clarify.

Sri N. Janardhana Reddy:- Sir, the paper statement is not the base. I have already enquired about it. The Minister
Mr. Speaker:— Please resume your seats. It is not good.

Sir:— Why are you so anxious? What is this Sir?

Mr. Speaker:— He has said that — please sit down. He is denying that.

Sir:— He says that — I have not announced any policy. He had denied that. Mr. Bapirajugaru, he is asking about the statement.

Sir:— He says that "I have not announced any policy. What is this? Can I afford to do that before my Chief Minister and before my Cabinet colleagues?"

Mr. Speaker:— It is not a breach of privilege. I cannot declare it now.
Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:— Sir, the Chief Minister has
gone on record and the Minister has gone on record. We
never
made any policy decision. That is the end of the matter.
Where is the need for this kind of talk? Where is the end?
You need not have allowed this. The purpose is different.

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:— Sir, already he has not said
it. I am not so innocent to give a policy matter like
this before my Cabinet and before my Chief Minister? Why do
you only insist on that?

If you are very particular, I will get out and resign
from the Ministry...

(123600)

Mr. Speaker:— He has said that he has not given it.

Sri P.:— I am very much surprised (Rama).— He is so innocent.

M. S.:— Should not you think— What a talk! You always talk
like that. What is this? I cannot help. I am not going to
admit it also in other shape?

Sri P.:— I am so innocent— He is not.

M. S.:— He is not— He is so innocent— The talk should— He
should resign.

Sri P.:— No talk. He is so innocent— He is so innocent—
He is so innocent.
Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- It is not a matter of privilege and it is not necessary. I said clearly, there is nothing involving any policy in this. Policy is not involved. We have not taken any policy. What is that? Mr. Speaker:- No. It is not good.

Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- When I am on my legs kindly sit down. I said clearly, there is nothing involving any policy in this. Policy is not involved. We have not taken any policy. What is that? Mr. Speaker:- Please I am telling you, not to talk anything and I am closing this. Now let us go for Petitions please.

Mr. Speaker:- I have already stated yesterday - please read out the head-lines and send it.
Without notice he mentioned my name.

He should not have said that. I am expunging it.

Mr. Speaker:- I can take my own decision. You cannot order. I am telling you, not to say like that and not to create any provocation. It is not a petition. I have not permitted you to tell.

Mr. Speaker:- You cannot claim as a right.

Sri G. Muddukrishnama Naidu:- Mr. Speaker Sir,...

Mr. Speaker:- You are wasting much time.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- Allegation has been made against my member Mr. Muddukrishna Naidu and he should be given an opportunity to explain.

Mr. Speaker:- Let me take a decision. I expunged all the things. I am not going to give to anybody.

Mr. Speaker:- I have already given my ruling.
Mr. Speaker:- I have expunged. This is not the way. You cannot go against my ruling. I am saying again. I have to take drastic action.

I wish to make a statement regarding the grant of surplus land for granite to M/s. Acropolis Granites Limited in which my son has an interest.

You are aware of the discussion that took place in this August House after the detailed statement made on this matter by my colleague Sri P. Ramachandra Reddy, Minister for Major Industries, who had been requested by me to deal with the case as I felt that I should not deal with it in view of my son's interest.

I have no doubt that my colleague acted in good faith and fairly.

Still, as I wish to put an end to this unseemly controversy and in the interest of upholding the best democratic traditions and the values that govern our accountability to the people, I have directed the Secretary to Government, Revenue Department, to cancel the orders issued in G.O.Rt.No. 1290, Revenue (L.Ref) Department, dated 27.8.1991. I also wish to inform you that my son has written to the Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation withdrawing his request for financial assistance in view of the controversy over that matter also on an earlier occasion.
Sri G. Muddukrishnama Naidu:- He has to resign.

Mr. Speaker:- It is not good. I am not going to allow you.

(000000)

Sri G. Muddukrishnama Naidu:- He has to resign.

Mr. Speaker:- It is not good. I am not going to allow you.

(000000)
Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- Sir, lot has been said when the Opposition raised this issue in the House, but the decision of the Chief Minister clearly vindicates the stand taken by the Opposition. In this statement, it has been said 'grant of surplus land for granite to M/s. Acropolis Granites Limited'... We would like the Chief Minister to clarify whether only M/s. Acropolis Granite has withdrawn its claim or the G.O.Rt.No. 129b has been cancelled in toto, i.e. with regard to the land assigned to other three Companies also. We have regard for Sri P. Ramachandra Reddy, Minister for Industries, who has been involved in this, who has negotiated this and who got this G.O. withdrawn. I appreciate the stand taken by Sri P. Ramachandra Reddy. I request the Chief Minister to clarify whether the G.O. has been withdrawn in toto or only in the case of M/s. Acropolis.

Sri N. Janardhan. Reddy:- Mr. Vidyadhara Rao is a graduate, it is clearly stated that the orders issued in the G.O. are cancelled. ఎందుకు ఇది ప్రతిపాదించిన విధానం ఉంటుంది. (హిసెండ్)
Mr. Speaker:— Mr. Seetharam, you always do that.

Mr. Speaker:— Mr. P. Venkat Rao is the last man. I am not going to give to anybody.
I request you to resume your seat. I am not going to give.

(Interruption)

Sri P. Venkat Rao:— Sir,...

Mr. Speaker:— It is not that you have done any mistake. Now you want to commit a mistake.

I have not mentioned anybody. I am making my own statement.

Mr. Speaker:— I said that you have not committed any mistake. When I have asked you to resume your seat, you have toresume your seat, otherwise you are going to make a mistake.

Mr. Speaker:— All are having collective responsibility. You cannot ask or you need not demand on this. He sat for a long time. He will definitely come.

Mr. Speaker:— Yes.
(3) 3. ప్రతిసిద్ధము ఉండాలా చేసి సమాధానానికి నిర్ణయించండి.

ఇచ్చిన ప్రశ్నను ప్రస్తుతం పరిసరం సమాధానానికి నిర్ణయించండి.

900 11 మాచర్య 1991 సమాధానానికి నిర్ణయించండి పని కట్టడం చేసి చేసి మాత్రమే అందం చేసి మాత్రమే అందం చేసి మాత్రమే అందం చేసి మాత్రమే అందం.
He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam. He could come here daringly and could liberate the people from the shackles of Nizam.
Already, the entire property is under the clutches of the Government. It was delivered on 29.1. 1968.

He is no more a Prince now but even then, our Chief Minister ventures to call him as a Prince. Art. 363 was amended through the 26th Constitutional Amendment and in that extent. He cannot claim the entire property of the erstwhile Nizam.
Nizam, 6 is the sole successor to the private property. The Government of India has no power because it was already declared as illegal by the High Court that he is, in no way, the sole successor to the late Nizam. Therefore, it is illegal. The Government of India is not authorised to give such succession certificate. The Government of India has no power or jurisdiction whether under article 362 or otherwise, to issue the certificate recognising his Exalted Highness Nawab Mir Barkath Ali Khan Bahdur as a sole successor to all the private properties - movable and immovable - held by the late Nizam or to authorise transfer to the private properties to the former. In the result, we hold that the Government of India has no power or jurisdiction whether under Art. 363 or otherwise, to issue the certificate recognising the Second Respondent as a sole successor to all the private properties - movable or immovable - held by the late Nizam or authorise transfer of the private properties to the Second Respondent. Accordingly, we allow the Writ Petition with costs and quash the certificate dated 27.2.67, issued to the Nizam II, the Second Respondent relating to the succession to the private properties of the late Nizam.
Proposes to prosecution for Nizam Gold Coins. Sri Mohanreddy and Banvarilal Jain over the land deal which fell upon.....

His own princess Fathima Fauzia has taken legal action in Hyderabad to stop the prince selling of family possessions. Prince also being sued by two Indian businessmen for an interest as soon as he would be able. 'I took the money and spent it within two weeks.'
They have prevented the Government police. They have to book certain cases against the culprits.

I can take the challenge.
Consequent on rejection of exemption petition, orders were issued on 21-3-91 under section 10 (6) of the Act to take possession of the land. The possession was taken on 25-3-1991. A writ petition
G.P.A. The High Court on W.P. M.P. ordered that status quo
obtaining as on the date of the order with regard to posse-
sion of properties in chiran palace land Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad shall be maintained until further orders.
20. என்றும், எந்தோடும் நீர் தண்ணீர் வெளியே விளிப்பதற்குச் சாதியுடன் நீர் வெளியே விளிப்பதற்குச் சாதியுடனே செய்யப்படும் என்றும் தெளிவான தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம். தன்னுடைய நீர் வெளியே விளிப்பதற்குச் சாதியுடன் செய்யப்படும் என்றும் தெளிவான தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம். அந்தத் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம். நீர் வெளியே விளிப்பதற்குச் சாதியுடன் செய்யப்படும் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம். நீர் வெளியே விளிப்பதற்குச் சாதியுடன் செய்யப்படும் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம். நீர் வெளியே விளிப்பதற்குச் சாதியுடன் செய்யப்படும் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம் என்றும் தொலையுயர்ச்சி வேட்டாம்.
మిస్యాలు పృతితో మితి సాగలేదు – మాటలు ఉండి మితి సాగించి నాయక సాగించాడు అంటే, మాటలు సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు. అంటే సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు. నేపేరు మితి సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు అంటే, మితి సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు. ఈ ప్రయత్నాలు నేపేరు మితి సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు. రాత్రి మితి సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు అంటే, మితి సాగించాడు మితి సాగించాడు.
I will prove; he is a big land graber.

What is that?

I will prove; he is a big land graber.

What is that?
How much time will he take?
A politician who came as a Prime Minister met a leader of Mafia...
You have made a statement. There is different version in the statement -

Dr. D.L. Ravindra Reddy:- The statement is before the House. Besides that statement, I am telling you some of the other facts - just to save the time....

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:- Sir, he is saving time and
Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao: - Sir, there is different version in the statement.

Sir: - Please make sure the statement is correct.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao: - Sir, there is different version in the statement.
11 నవంబర్, 1991:

512 పేపర్లో, జూలియా ది హాగ్స్టన్ స్ట్రిట్, ఫిలిప్పేన్ పెన్ పాండామో, ఎటూలో ప్రపంచ్ విచారణ సమితి ప్రధాని. ఈ సమితి ప్రధాని వ్యక్తిత్వం పెంచడానికి, ప్రతి సంవత్సరం ఒక ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధానిని తెలుగు సంషోధన సంస్థ ప్రధానిగా ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని పిని నిలిచాడు.

(ఒడమాటికు లోపించిన పత్రం)

దు. ఎ. టి. అంబాయి: - యాదులా, 

సి. మాట్లాడకారి: - అయితే, 

(ఒడమాటికు లోపించిన పత్రం)

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సంవత్సరం, ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

దు. ఎ.పి. ఎలాస్త్రెండి: - 21-3-1991 గా చెయించిన ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సంవత్సరం ఎంచుకునండి 

దు. ఎ.పి. ఎలాస్త్రెండి: - 100 సంచార సాధన జారీ కమ్యూనిటీ 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సంవత్సరం ఎంచుకునండి 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

(ఒడమాటికు లోపించిన పత్రం)

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని, 304 వ సంవత్సరం ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

చిత్రం: - ప్రతి సమితి ప్రధాని 

(ఒడమాటికు లోపించిన పత్రం)
We are trying our level best to determine the case by tomorrow or today. I have determined that the case will be referred. With regard to Chiran Palace, we have decided that the case will be referred to the court.
that 7 acres of the palace area which he is entitled to have.

We know it. I know as a Revenue Minister he has ordered for it. We know it.

Now, I am appointing an Authority wherein the whole thing will be prosecuted and action taken. The House Committee can find facts and give it. Give us time to take firm action.
మేము-304 స్టోట్ బాంగ్లా దేశం రేపి పదం మూడు సంఖ్యలు సుమారు మూడు అంశాలలో విభజించబడింది. 11 జియాలు, 1991. 515
స్మృతి ప్రత్యేకించాడు: ప్రతి పను ప్రతి పను అమలులో తసుపు ప్రతి పను అమలులో తసుపు ప్రతి పను అమలులో తసుపు

స్త్రీ లేదా మందినిలో ఈ పరిస్థితిలో ఇదే పరిస్థితిలో ఇదే పరిస్థితిలో ఇదే పరిస్థితిలో ఇదే పరిస్థితిలో ఇదే పరిస్థితిలో ఇదే 

Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- I want the problem to be solved. There is no prestige in appointing a House Committee.

Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- This is also a problem for the Government. Give us time. I am asking a particular judge for acceptance.

Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- With all my sincerity I am telling I will take action. I myself, will come before the House. ఇది ఎంపిక వంటి కంటే ఇది ఎంపిక వంటి కంటే ఇది ఎంపిక వంటి కంటే ఇది ఎంపిక వంటి కంటే ఇది ఎంపిక వంటి 

Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- I want the problem to be solved. There is no prestige in appointing a House Committee.

Sri N. Janardhan Reddy:- This is also a problem for the Government. Give us time. I am asking a particular judge for acceptance.
are deemed to have been laid on the Table.


re: Business Advisory Committee - Decisions of.


Chairman:- Now the House is adjourned for ten minutes for tea break.

(The House then adjourned at 12-15 p.m.)


The following decisions were taken by the Business Advisory Committee at its meeting held on 10th September, 1991 in regard to the Business to be transacted in the Assembly.

11-9-1991 XXXVII - Irrigation (Wednesday)
XXXVIII - Minor Irrigation
XXXIX - Power Development
XLV - Science, Technology and Environment

12-9-1991 HOLIDAY (VINAYAKA CHATURTHI) (Thursday)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Department/Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-9-1991</td>
<td>(Saturday)</td>
<td>HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-9-1991</td>
<td>(Sunday)</td>
<td>HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-9-1991</td>
<td>(Monday)</td>
<td>XXIV - Social Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XXV - Tribal Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XXVI - Tribal Sub-Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-9-1991</td>
<td>(Tuesday)</td>
<td>XXVII - Women and Child Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-9-1991</td>
<td>(Wednesday)</td>
<td>V - Revenue and District Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VI - Stamps and Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-9-1991</td>
<td>(Thursday)</td>
<td>VII - Excise Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VIII - Commercial Taxes Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XXVIII - Relief and Rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XXIX - Relief on Account of Natural Calamities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XXX - Administration of Religious Endowments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XLVI - Survey and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-9-1991</td>
<td>(Friday)</td>
<td>1. IX - Transport Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XV - Public Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XLIII - Minor Port Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XLIV - Roads and Bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. PRIVATE MEMBERS' BUSINESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-9-1991</td>
<td>(Saturday)</td>
<td>XVIII - General Education, Sports, Art and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XIX - Technical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-9-1991</td>
<td>(Sunday)</td>
<td>HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-9-1991</td>
<td>(Monday)</td>
<td>XVIII - General Education, Sports, Arts and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XIX - Technical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-9-1991</td>
<td>(Tuesday)</td>
<td>III - Administration of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X - Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-9-1991</td>
<td>(Wednesday)</td>
<td>XII - Police Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XIII - Jails Administration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
XVI - Fire Services
XVII - Pensions
L - Loans to Government Servants and other Miscellaneous Loans

26-9-1991 (Thursday)
I - State Legislature
II - Governor and Council of Ministers
IV - Elections
XI - Secretariat and other Miscellaneous Administrative Services
XXII - Information and Publicity
XLVII - Tourism

27-9-1991 (Friday)
1. - Appropriation Bill, 1991
2. - PRIVATE MEMBERS' BUSINESS

28-9-1991 (Saturday)
SHORT DISCUSSION ON:
1. - Service Matters
2. - Drought Situation in the State
3. - Low Voltage and New Agricultural Connections
4. - Panchayati Raj Institutions
5. - Co-operation
6. - Law and Order
7. - Minority Commission and Wakf Matters

29-9-1991 (Sunday)
HOLIDAY

30-9-1991 (Monday)
Short Discussion on leftover matters on 28-9-1991

The Committee has decided to complete questions, Short Notice questions, Zero Hour mentions, notices under rule 304 and 74, by 11-50 a.m. everyday and go to the Government Business at 12-00 noon after 10 minutes tea break.

The Committee has also decided to meet in the evenings everyday except on Fridays to consider the Demands for Grants and the Government Bills.

Chairman- Now the House is adjourned for ten minutes for tea break.
During enquiry it was revealed that the G.P.A. of Prince Mukharamjah sold the palace to one Sri Inayathali Khan. He is dismantling. The registering authorities were addressed not to register the property in favour of any one including Sri Inayathali Khan.
They are going to address a letter to the Registration Authorities not to register and you are allowing the dismantling of the palace. You yourself admit that he is dismantling the palace as on today. How are you going to prevent it?

The government has allowed certain unsocial elements to take possession of the land. They may go to the High Court and obtain stay orders restraining the court from trying these cases.
చిరము - 304 సంచి మొట్టాంతరం గమనం చేసుకోండా 11 ఫిబ్రవరి, 1991. 521
నోటిఫికేషన్: కొనసాగించాం, ప్రత్యేక లింగాన్ని
మారుతుంది.”

ఇతరం, కటగోరేషన్ 604, శిక్షా మిత్రత్వ పాఠశాల శాఖల్లో సంచార
నిర్వహించడానికి మొదటి సంచార ప్రశ్నలు ప్రవృత్తి చేస్తే దినాన్ని ఉపన్నం
చేసాం. దినాన్ని మరియు మనిషి బంధనం అందరిట రాయడానికి సంచారం చేశాము. కాని చిరము ఆరా ద్వారా
సంచారం అందరిట రాయడానికి మమిడ్డి పనిచేశాము. కాని చిరము పరిమితం
చేశాం. ఈ సమస్యలు అనంతం చేశాం. నిమ్మలు వారు నిమ్మలు ఉండడానికి సంచారం
చేశాం. 

ప్రత్యేకంగా, మొదటి సంచార ప్రశ్నలు సంచార ప్రశ్నలు ప్రవృత్తి చేస్తే దినాన్ని
నిర్వహించడానికి మొదటి సంచార ప్రశ్నలు ప్రవృత్తి చేస్తే దినాన్ని ఉపన్నం
చేసాం. దినాన్ని మరియు మనిషి బంధనం అందరిట రాయడానికి సంచారం చేశాము. కాని చిరము ఆరా
ద్వారా సంచారం అందరిట రాయడానికి మమిడ్డి పనిచేశాము. కాని చిరము పరిమితం
చేశాం. ఈ సమస్యలు అనంతం చేశాం. 

చిరము: మాదిరి భాషలు - మాదిరి మనము తెలుగులో మాదిరి భాషలు. కాని
ప్రత్యేకంగా మనము తెలుగులో మాదిరి భాషలు. కాని ప్రత్యేకంగా మనము తెలుగులో
మాదిరి భాషలు. మాదిరి భాషలు. మాదిరి భాషలు. 

Chairman: - What is the necessity?

చిరము: మాదిరి భాషలు - మాదిరి మనము తెలుగులో మాదిరి భాషలు.
ప్రత్యేకంగా మనము తెలుగులో మాదిరి భాషలు. మాదిరి భాషలు.
మాదిరి భాషలు. మాదిరి భాషలు. 

Chairman: - What is the necessity?

చిరము: మాదిరి భాషలు - మాదిరి మనము తెలుగులో మాదిరి భాషలు. కాని
ప్రత్యేకంగా మనము తెలుగులో మాదిరి భాషలు. కాని ప్రత్యేకంగా మనము తెలుగులో
మాదిరి భాషలు. మాదిరి భాషలు. మాదిరి భాషలు. 

Chairman: - What is the necessity?
During the enquiry it is revealed that G.P.A. of Prince Mukharamja has sold the palace to one Mr. Inayatullah Khan. It is proposed to make in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 80 of the Andhra Pradesh Municipal Town Planning Subordinate Service Rules.
Chairman:- Motion moved. Now, the question is:

"That the following draft amendments to the Andhra Pradesh Municipal Town Planning Subordinate Service Rules which it is proposed to make in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 80 of the Andhra Pradesh Municipalities Act, 1965 (Act 6 of 1965) are hereby laid before the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly for approval, as required by Section 329 of the said Act."

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the draft amendments to the Andhra Pradesh Municipal Town Planning Subordinate Service Rules were approved.

Chairman:- Now demands.

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)

(At this juncture, the Hon’ble Members from the Opposition Benches were vocifariously demanded for House Committee.)
Our demand is House Committee. It is a serious issue. Our demand is only House Committee. What is this? How can you go back? It is an insult and shame on the part of the Government. According to your own reply - you have admitted that - you have committed mistake. Inspite of it, you are not going to constitute House Committee.
There is no need and you give us six months' time. Inspite of it, if you want House Committee, I am not going to accept. Kindly. This is the decision of the Government. No one can force the Government to have a House Committee. If it is necessary, we will appoint. There is no necessary now. If they want...

(12:50)

Chairman:- He will take serious action. Kindly.

They cannot stall the House. Kindly....

You are demanding again and again. What is the use? No. I am not allowing you, Mr. Vidyasagar Rao.

Chairman:- What is this?
Why are you trying to mislead this House? Yesterday, in the E.A.C. meeting you have accepted that all questions - SNQs etc., should be over by 11.50 A.M... As per your own statement it is not correct. It is a shame on your part. I will read out the statement.
I am not allowing anybody to speak. I am not allowing any further discussion on this. You proceed. I am not allowing anybody else. Do you agree? We are all party to it.

In spite of that — according to your own answer — why have you worded that answer? You have said here, 'During the enquiry it was revealed that GPA
What action you are going to take to prevent dismantling of this palace?

Sri M. Janardhana Reddy: - All these sales will be illegal. So, that will be proved. They are land grabbers.

Sri T. Sitharam: - He is the signatory, Sir.

Sri P. Ashoka Gajapathi Raju: - Sir, this is a serious issue...
prerogative. I cannot compel him. We are all asking you, we are representing to you to reconsider this.

Nothing wrong in it. We will only appeal to you to reconsider. This will enhance the prestige of the Chief Minister, the prestige of the House. What is wrong in it? We are not going back. Let us do it. Let all of us do it. Fifty-five, forty, forty. I say so. We are going to do it. We are going to oppose it. It is only his prerogative. I cannot compel him. We are all asking you, we are representing to you to reconsider this.
It is a question as to how to catch hold of the culprits. I am in the Government and I want to expose and take action against them. I think that is not the best way. I thought the best way is to constitute land grabbing court and straightaway book them. I assure you give me six months time. Then we will take further action as to whatever you want....

Chairman:- I am not allowing any discussion on this issue.
Sri N. Janardhana Reddy:— I am going to appoint to-day itself. I am going to entrust the work with full court, with all other judicial and revenue people.

Chairman:— The House is adjourned to meet again at 8.30 A.M. on Monday, the 16th September, 1991.
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